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A TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES

ln what follows, the implicit assumption is that provision of

financial relief to parents who send their children to non-public

schools would improve horizontal equity and be good public policy.

This assumption does not rest simply on the fact that the continued

existence of non-public schools lifts a large sum -- perhaps $5

billion yearly -- off the back of 'local government. Its broad

philosophical base is the belief that our society desires and

deserves alternatives to public education, and that governments

committed to pluralism have the responsibility of creating conditions

which make possible the development of reasonable educational options

for citizens. How this can best be done is not examined here;

instead, attention ic devoted to the tax credit as one method

which appears to have promise.

A. History of tax credits

The Federal Government has used the device of tax credits, i.e.,

credits against the Federal tax liability of individuals and firms,

for many years and mafty purposes. The oldest dates from 1924-26

when the Congress enacted a credit for payment of ttate death taxes
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up to 80 percent of the Federal tax liability of estates. This

credit was effective in halcing the prospective disintegration of

State death taxation and providing the States with a larger share

of death tax revenue. It is still in operation, although the revenue

from it is now only equal to 10 percent of the Vederal tax liability

as compared with 76 percent in 1931. Another major credit is the

90 percent credit against the Federal unemployment tax of 3 percent

on payrolls in covered employments. This credit, provided in 1935,

was designed to push States into enactment of satisfactory unemployment

insurance laws. It was successful: all the ti-tates were in the system

by the middle of 1937, and just before this date the Supreme Court

(Steward Machine Co. v. Davis) upheld the constitutionality of the

device. A prime reason for use of the tax credit rather than a more

cer,tralizedplan of unemployment insurance was fear of unconstitutionality.

Another and more recent and spasmodic credit has been the investment

tax credit aimed at stimulating business firms to accelerate their

rate of spending for new plant and equipment. It has been effective,

although critics fuss over the form and base of that credit.

During the past two decades hundreds of bills have been introduced

in the Congress which would have permitted individual income tax

deductions or credits for outlays on education. Most of these bills

have been limited to higher education though a few would have applied

to expenses for elementary and secondary education. None has ever

been reported out by the House Committee on Ways and Means or the

Senate Finance Committee.

1
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In 1961, when the Kennedy Administration was developing what eventually

became the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the White House gave

considerable thought to a tuition credit for taxpayers with children

in non-public schools. Since the proposed school-aid bill did not

provide funds to non-public schools, it was felt that a Federal income

tax credit for tuition paid to private and parochial schools might be

justifiable in terms of giving roughly comparable treatment to the non-

public schools. After consultation with the Treasury Department, the

Ways and Means Committee, and Legal Counsel, the White House decided

to drop the tax credit scheme from its school aid bill and substitute,

instead, direct aid to non-public schools for specific purposes. (1)

The states have used tax credits (see Appendix A for more detail).

Seven of them provide the personal exemption for their individual

income tax through a tax credit. For example, Wisconsin allows a

single person a tax credit of $10 which is equivalent to a personal

exemption of $370 on the first $1,000 of net income. Use of a tax

credit in lieu of a personal exemption is defended as keeping the tax

reduction constant no matter what the size of the taxable income.

(1)Some rederal aid is presently filtering to non-public schools
through the child-care deduction. In most cases, private school
tuition qualifies as a "deductible child-care expense" when the
mother is working or seeking work. Though the present level.of
benefits is quite low, the. welfare reform bill passed by the House
in 1971 would allow families with incomes up to $12,000 to deduct
$1,000 to $1,500 as child-care expenses -- and private school
tuition would qualify as a deductible expense.

3
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Recently some States have moved to reduce the regressivity of sales

taxes and property.taxes by giving a credit CUSaallI. a flat amount per

person) against State income tax liability. Seven States give such a

credit for consumption type taxes, and three States for property tax

relief. When the allowable credit exceeds the tax liability, rebates

are paid; when individuals have no income tax liabilit Y) refunds are

prescribed. Evidence concerning how these refunds are handled, and how

often they find and reach their targets, is not relldily available.

Three States have recently enacted tax credit legislation in the

field of education, and that of Minnesota is very relevant. Starting

in 1971 it offers a credit for education costs of students in non-

public elementary and secondary schools, the maximum being $50 for

kindergarten students, $100 for elementary students, and $140 for high

school students (see Appendix A for more detail).

Retirement income credit: The Federal credit which has more direct

relevance to the proposal of a credit for educational expenditure of

parents who send children to private schools is the credit for retirement

income (other than Ihat provided via OASDI and railway retirement).

This credit is 15 percent of the first $1,524 for individuals, or

$2,286 for husband and wife both aged 65 years or. over. In 1969 the

credit amounted to $171 million and was claimed on 1.6 million

itdividual tax returns.
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What was the origin of thig credit? In 1941 the Treasury ruled that

social security' pensioas were not to be inCluded in adjusted gross

income (AGI). Theporton of retirement income (above what was

contribUted by the individual recipients) from other pensions was, on

the other hand, included in AGI.. A clear discrimination existed,

therefore against recipients of taxable penaions. Some relief wail

given in 1954 when a tax credit was provided. This credit ,also has:

been fairly satisfactory.:

B. Justification. of :tax credits for educational expenses

In the United Statesoovernment has assumed almost the total cost of

providing elementary and .secondary education so long as it is publicly

provided. As a result, the task of providing this kind of education

has been substantially preempted by public schoole since more than

89 pereent of enrollment in,elementary -and secondary schools-is public.

When elementary and secondary education is privately., provided,, the

constitutional barrier stands in the way of 'governMental-finaridial..

assistance. to-the 'institutions which render..the .schooling.. These

institutions since they are debarred from direct receipt of:public

funds must finance themselves in other ways and, typically, one way

has been' to place direct Charges ',upon parents whO choose to enroll their

children. These parents are not, of course, relieved from the taxes

borne) by all parents to finance the ,public schools. The chargea borne

'by these-parente .are therefore extra and additiOnal; :Expression O

this parental choice .has redentlybecoMe MUCh mOre exPensive 'and thie

,
,treno threatens the existence of ,manx private sChoiils'.



The nub of this line of argument is simple. A discrimination exists

against individuals (parents) who choose to send their children to

private schools, since they bear extra educational costs not borne

by parents who send their children to public schools. This discrimina-

tion could be alleviated through a tax credit or refund equal to all or

some defined part of this extra cost. It would help to preserve

the constitutional right of parents to send their children to non-

public schools; it might recover a modicum of neutrality with respect

to the choice made by poor and middle-income parents by lifting some

of the cost obstacle in the, way of sending children to non-public

schools.

The example of the retirement credit is only approximate. When

Congress provided this credit it rectified (in part) an inequity

created by Treasury. regulations. The inequity wiiich might be rectified

(in part) by a credit for the educational costs of non-public school

pupils arises because non-public schools. get no part of the govern-

mental revenue .raised at the: State and local leveIS to_finance

elementary and secondary education. Such sharing is believed to be

unconstitutional.

Could financial relief, through a credit be provided by state and

local governments? A tax credit to individuals requires that the tax

'-

liability of inzlividuals be knOwn., and here the individual income tax

stands preeminent. State Governments with such a tax could provide
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dgairst them. To extend the credit to all families would be to retain,

the inequity in the financial treatment of families which have extra

financial relief in approximately the same manner as could the Federal

Government. This relief would, of course, be confined to individuals

resident within the boundaries of each particular tate; only the

Federal Government could provide uniform relief to individuals across

the nation.

The pressure on the S-tate Governments to provide relief to non-

public schools varies greatly from state to state becauae the number3

of pupils enrolled in such schools is uneven as the following table

shows:

_LPercentage Enrollment by States in Non-Public
EleOntary and Secondary Schools, 1970-71

Percent Number of States

0.0-4.9 15

5.0-9.9 15

10.0-14.9 12*
15.0-19.9 9

51
*D.C. 12.6%

C. Design of the tax credit

1. For whom would a credit be available? The assumption is that it

would be Only for familiesvith children in non-public schools. The

financial discrimination -- the breach of horizontal equity -- is

educational costs.



2. What would be the base for computing the credit? What educational

Costs should be eligible? The costs should, demonstrably, be school

costs borne by parents of non-public school children and not borne by

parents of public school children. To be used for the purpose of

crediting, these costs would have to be identified by the person

making A Federal income tax return. The only-distiiictive cost

is tuition. Many other out-of-pocket costs of sending children to

non-public schools -- gym fees, books, activity fees, etc. are, in

some States, out-pf-pocket costs of sending children to public schools.

To allow these miscellaneous amounts as creditable would be to push all

States toward instituting these charges in all schools. Yet even if

substantial enlargement took place, the absence of tuition costs in

public schools would keep the allowable credits for parents with public

school children much below those for parents with non-public school

children. The appearance that the tax credit had been generalized would

be illusory. ;

The tentative conclusion is that the credit should rest only on tuition

costs. It should be set at some low flat figure per pupil .;..,'-sisy.:$100, or

possibly-at $100 _for.'elementary,school pupils and $200 for high school

pupil's.-,.To secure:. the..right. to .take.,such:a :parentiLwould

simpi,y have to-have .a.child in:.regular-attenditnce-at:-,an..accreOlted non-
.

public:school.



3. Should rebates and refunds be allowed? A rebate is the pm to be

'Paid the taxpayer when his allowable credit exceeds his tax liability.

The logic of a credit is that rebates should be provided. What of the

situation when families entitled to a credit have no income tax liability

and do not make income tax returns? Should they be paid asa refund the

amount of the credit? Once again the logic of a credit is thatr.refunds

be provided, since to deny benefits to those families which'fall'ouiside

the income tax system would be to exclude families with the greatest

financial need. The contention will, however, be offered that the logic

should not be pressed so far -- that the connection between the income

tax system and the welfare system is not so direct. No existing Federal

tax credit provides rebates or refunds. To open this door by a new

credit for educational expenses might be to open it for rebates and

refunds of other tax credits. Rebates and refunds would, moreover,

complicate administration. The Internal Revenue Service is accustomed

to handling problems relevant to persons inside the income tax system

and it could handle rebates; it is not equipped to handle problems

relevant to persons outside it who do not make income tax returns.

D. Economic impact

A flat credit, modest in amount, would confine the benefits largely

families low in the incothe scale. A rich family with Children in a

.::highcost private school would reCover only asmall percent of its educa-
,I.'

JJA.onal expenses; aloor family, withchildren in a parochial schoOl,
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would recover a large percent. The credit could, of course, be refined

by graduating it according to (a) adjusted gross income, or (b) taxable

income, or (c) tax liability before credit of families-, and by providing

a cutoff so that, for example, families with an income tax liability

of $2,000 or more would not be entitled to a credit. (rhe notch effects

of a cutoff and of graduation would require attention. What is the

"best" method is not examined here.)

What would be the revenue loss? (See Appendix B.) The enrollment

in non-public elementary and secondary schools, 1970-71, was 5,282,567

pupils (10.9% of total enrollment) of whom 3,975,270 were in elementary

and 1,307,297 in secondary schools. A credit of $100 with cotplete

coverage would, therefore, have cost $528'million in 1970-71; one.of

$100 for elementary school pupils and $200 for secondary school pupils

would have cost $659 million. If, as is suggested, the credit were

confined to law and middle-income families, the cost figures would be

reduced.

E. Administrative _problems

1. Choice of a .uniform flat amount would ease administration. The

only evidence required from an income taxpayer would be that he had a ,

child attending:an accredited non-public school and that the educational

charge paid by-him was equal to o greater than the amount of the credit.

If, this charge were_less than the allowable credit-(say $100), then



only the amount of the actual tuition charge could be taken. But if

the amount of the credit is set at a low figure, this will se:_dom happen.

Moreover, tuition charges have risen and will continue to rise. A

considerable time will elapse between, say, recommendation of a credit

by the Commission and favorable legislation. During that time tuition

charges which are loW will rise so that none will be less than the

credit.

A two-level credit ($100 for elementary sdhool pupils and $200 for

high school pupils), and a cutoff coupled with graduation, would create

some difficulties of administration and add to the compliance costs.

How to reconcile and resolve the variouF elements is not considered

here.

2. Rebates and refunds: No serious administrative problems would

arise in providing a cash rebate when the allowable credit exceeds

the tax liability. The taxpayer is located by his tax return. How

to reach families who do not file tax returns is a serious administrative

problem which has not been faced by the Federal
covcltntnent. Possibly

it could be handled by the administrators who will handle the Family

Assistance Plan (FAP) if and when this program is enacted.

3. How should tuition be defined to be eligible for a tax credit?

To meet the constitutional test, the credit must be for the costs of

secular education. A child in a non-public school should therefore,

be taking a normal full-time program of secular courses approved by

457-204 0 -, 72 - 3
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the appropriate State authority. Since the suggested credit is law -- lesJs

than the tuition dharge in many cases -- tight and detailed conditions,

and comprehensive and continuing surveillance concerning what kind of

program is eligible, are unnecessary. In short the definition of

tuition and the conditions attached to the credit should be modest and

simple. This would ease administration and avoid the "excessive

entanglement" which the Supreme Court declared to be a fatal flaw in

the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island cases decided June 28, 1971.

4. Some recent proposals for tax credits against State personal

income taxes have argued in favor of a revenue-maintenance requirement,

i.e., that in a State with an income tax, credit should be allowd only

when atate income tax collections have been increased by an amount

which matches the decrease in ederal collections. Unless this is

required, the effect of the credit in a State with an income tax would

simply be to decrease the Federal taxes of persons with taxable

incomes.

A revenuermaintenance condition in a tax credit for. tuition expenses

would require that the.tuition charges of eligible non-public schools

and the tuition payments of parents .eligible,for credits ,be increased

by the amount received from the credits. This would, hawever; be

neither feasible nor sensible. If no such condition were prescribed,

credits received.by parents would, in effect, reduce the cost of

tuition. The non-public schools (assuming they._did not raise tuition)

would benefit only because enrollment of pupils would-be stimulated.

12
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Should an increase of tuition be barred for some limited time-period?

While such a provision might, perhaps, protect against the charge that

the credit money is being funneled (indirectly) to the non-public schools,

it would serve no other purpose.

F. Constitutional Problems

The Commission's' consultants on constitutional questions appeared to

take a rather dim view of the likelihood that the tax credit outlined

above would survive challenge in the courts. The premise on which this

credit rests -- that parents who choose to send their 'children to non-

public schools suffer a financial discrimination, and that a credit

limited to them would not, therefore favor them -- did not appeal to the

consultants. They inclined to the opinion that a credit for which

parents of all school children are eligible would be more viable because

of its generality and breadth. In terms of public finance, such a

credit would operate very imperfectly to alleviate the breach of

horizontal equity suffered by parents of non-public school children,

and it would, besides, seem to push schools toward expanded use of

charges.

The consultants on constitutional questions were firm and reassuring

on one matter of current importance -- the growth .of non-public

schools, especially in the South, to escape desegregation.

Professor Whalen states (pp. 47-48) in hiS paper:'

13



"One point, fortunately, is absolutely clear:
government cannot use private schools as a vehicle
to escape desegregation of the public schools."

G. Treasury Ob,ections

1. Controllability: A credit is less controllable than some budget

items. It would not be subject to annual review and, once enacted, it

would take legislation to repeal or alter it.

2. Would allowance of educational expenses (or simply tuition

expenses) as deductions from adjusted gross income be better than use

of a credit? A credit is, of course, a more powerful. instrument than

a deduction. If, for example, a family with one non-public school

child had an adjusted gross income of $6,000, a taxable income of

$2,400, and a federal tax liability of $400, then a credit of $200

would reduce the tax to $200. To gain a similar tax reduction through

a deduction for educational expenses, the amount of the allowed deduc-

tion would have to be approximately $1,160. If expenses were to be

a deduction, a limit would have to be set because actual expenses at

non-public schools have a wide spread from parochial schools to high-

cost private schools.

An important practical flaw is that, in 1969, only 46.3 percent of

all returns itemized deductions; 53.7 percent took the standard

deduction. Allowance of a deduction would do the families making

these returns no 'good unless'they shifted to itemization.

14
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3. The customary Treasury reaction to steps whicli erode the Federal

tax base is to oppose. One reason is that the Treasury does not like

to lose revenue. It argues, moreover, that credits and deductions and

exemptions conceal from the Congress and the public what the costs are

in comparison with direct and explicit Government expenses. This

position has merit, but Congress has not been attentive to it; the

erosion goes on. The attitude of Congress seems to be that if erosion

is a better -- more efficient -- method than direct expenditure to

achieve some Congressional objective, then the erosion method should

be used.



APPENDIX A

STATE EXPERIENCE WITH TAX CREDITS

In recent years, many States have adopted tax credits for,a variety
of purposes.

Seven States (Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Massachusetts,
Nebraska, and Vermont) and the District of Columbia allow personal
income tax credits for sales taxes paid on food and other consumer
purchases. Ostensibly, these credits are designed to minimize the
regressivity of the sales tax while maintaining a broad base of
taxation. Typically, the credit is $10 or less per personal exemp-
tion, and in Hawaii, Massachusetts, Vermont and the District of
Columbia the credit is limited to low-income taxpayers. In all
eight cases, the taxpayer receives a rebate from the state if his
credits exceed his tax liability.

Eleven States (Wisconsin, Minnesota, California Vermant, Kansas,
Colorado, Maine, New Jersey,Tennsylvania,Iowa and Oregon) have
now adopted tax credits to relieve law-income households from
property tax overloads. With the excePtion of Oregon, howevf:r,
the credit is restricted to homeowners and renters aged 65and
over. In most cases the credit is_based onHthat.part of property
tax payment 0 tent:that.:exceeds a 'iire7determined,:portion of.:

family inCome Forexample,:in.VermOnt the:relief'is limited to
that part Of taX paymentOr rent WhiCh is in excessof 7 percent
of household inCoMe. ,

In Colorado, Kansaa,:Minnescita,Vermorit, and Wisconsin, ,the
,property,taxcredit is affset:against the:perSonal incame:tax,
and the State:_giVestebateaWhere:the:credit.isin exceSS Of ,the
tax liability: In,CaliforniaOlaine:,',and Pennsylvania,,:the taxPayer

files a depatate,fOrmta Claim'arefund: :Ih.NeWJersey,jawa,nd'':
Oregon the-credit is.effectedj)y:aCtually redUCing the'prciperty

tax bill. Hawaii And Minnesota allow:0x credits for all families,
who rent their dWallings Theee,renterCredits Are designedo
reduce-the,inequity whidh results, fron(renters:notbeing Ableto
Make deductions equiValent to those:allawe&hoMeownera:from
property taxesand: mortgage interest :ontheir state income' tax



returns. They also permit middleincome renters to recover some of
the'real property taxes that are passed on to them by landlords. In
Hawaii, the credit varies from 1 to 2 percent of rent depending on
the adjusted gross income of the taxpayer. If adjusted gross income
is over $15,000,'the credit is not allowable. Tr. Minnesota the
taxpayer may credit 3.75 percent of his rent asainst state income
tax due, such credit not to exceed $45, In both States, cash rebates
are made if credit is in excess of personal income tax liability.

In the area of education, only three States have enacted!tax credit
legislation: Vermont, Hawaii, and Ndnnesota. The State of Vermont
grants a $10 credit against personal income,tax liabilitY to any
resident taxpayet who is a full-time student for at least five
months of the year. The effect of the credit is to reduce the
cost of education for State residents relative to out-of-staters.
However, no rebates are given if the personal income tax liability
is less than $10.

In 1955, the State of Hawaii enacted a system of tax credits
avaiiable to all families with children in school, be it kinder-
garten or college, non-public or public schools. The credit varies
from $2 to $20 per student in grades K through 12 and from $5 to
$50 per student in higher education, depending on faMily income.
No credit is allowed if adjusted gross income exceeds $7,000.
Supposedly, the education credits in Hawaii were adopted to
alleviate the drop-out problem among dhildren from low-income
families. However, it seems unlikely'that a student planning
to drop out of school would be deterred by the prospect of a tax
credit to his parents of $20 or less.

In 1971 the.Minnesota Legislature enacted a law perMitting -credits
against the $:'tate personal incOme tax for eduCation.cOsts of pupils
.in non-Public elementary and secondary schools.' ,Previonsly, the

State had allowedlamilies to include nonpublic eduCation costs
as, an itemized deduction. For 1971 and 1972, the MaximUM allowable
credit,is $50 for kindergarteil students, $100 forelementarystudents,
and $140 for high school students. However, the.credit permitted..
any..individUal household may not excedd'$100.per pupil unit.','In
addition,thetax credit for parents:with,Children'in.,any,particular
school i*'constrainedby a'rather cOmPleX.forMUla..that:okes into
account the income and operating .cOstsok,thatschool. In nocase
may the credit exceed the parer:its'. out-of7pOcket outlay for.tuitiOn

.
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ana books. After 1972, according to the Legislation, the allowable
credit will be increased roughly in proportion to increases in State
foundation payments to the public schools. To claim the credit,
the parent presents a receipt provided by the school to the State
Department of Taxation along with his income tax return. If the
credits exceed the tax liability, the State pays a rebate to the
taxpayer.

The 130,000 non-public school students in Minnesota constitute
about 12.3 percent of the total State enrollment. According to
the Minnesota Department of Taxation, about 10 percent of those
eligible for the credit and filing returns will receive rebates as
their credits will exceed their income tax liability. The estimated
revenue loss for 1972 is $11 million. Some concern has been voiced
about the problem of reaching those families with children in non-
public schools who are not presently filifig tax returns perhaps
5 percent of those who would be eligible. However, the churches
throughout the State have taken upon themselves the task of
publicizing the availability of the new credit and encouraging
those not currently filing tax returns to do so in order to receive
refunds from the State. (It should also be noted that tuition in
many non-public schools was increased immediately following the
enactment of the tax credit.)

Minnesota has traditionally been one of the more innovative states
in using tax policy to foster socially desirable objectives, and
the new education tax credit for parents with children in non-
public schools is clearly designed to,alleviate the discrimination
which eXists against families electing not to use the tax financed
public school system.

457-204 0 -72 - 4 18
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APPENDIX B

ESTIMATED COSTS. OF:TAX 'CREDIT ;PROPOSALS
(Based on 1970 Enrollient and Income)

A credit of $100 for each child enrolled in an elementary or secondary
non-public school:

5,282 567 students X $100 = $528,256,700

If this plan were expanded to cover both public and non-public students,
the cost would be:

51,185,938 students X $100 = $5,118,593,800

PIAN II

A credit of $100 for each child enrolled in a non-public elementary
school and $200 for each child in a non-public secondary school:

3,975,270 elementary students X $100 $397 527,000
1,307,297 secondary students X $200 $261,459,400

Total: $658,986,400

If this plan were expanded to cover both public and non-public students,
the cost -would be:

36,548,856 elementary students X $100 = $3,654,885,600
14,637,082 secondary students X $200 = $2,927 416,400

Total: $6 582,302,000

.1 4

Similar to Plan II except that the credit in reduced by 2 peicent of
the amount by which adjusted gross income (AGI) exceeds 7,500:

This approach would direct most'-of the 'benefits to ,low-income families
by reducing the credit when family income exceeds $7,500.

Por example; 'if AGI were $10,000, the credit woilld be .reduced b
'2 percent of the differencejbetween $7,500 and .$10,000 ' i.e.,
$2,500 X..02' =. If' the family had a child in a non-public elementary
school, its tax credit would be ,$50 ($100-$50). If' the Child were in
high school, the tax credit:would lie $150 ($200-$50)'.' =-

Under this proposal, the tax credit for elementalcy students would
disappear when AGI reaches $12r.500 and the credit for high. school students
would vanish at AGI of $17 5001:

24: :;



In 1970 21 percent of the children enrolled in non-public elementary
schools were from families with AGI under $7,500 so these families
would be entitled to the maximum allowable credit. Fourteen percent
of the children ent011ed in non-public high schools were from families
with AGI under $7,500.

The estiMated revenue loss from this plzin, if limited to non-publiC.
school children, would have been as o1Acita.7 in 1970 :

AGI under $7,500:

Elementary $82,700,000
Secondary $37,200,000

AGI $7,500-9,999

Elementary $63,000,000
Secondary $42,525,000

AGI $10,000-15,000

Elementary
Se66ndarY

AGI over $15 000

$8,835,000
$18,200,000

Secondary $114 300

$119,900,000

$105,525,000

$27,035 000

$114,300

TOTAL REVENUE LOSS $252 574,300

If this plan were, exended to cover both public and non-public school
children, the revenue loss would be approximately $2.3 billion.

PLAN Iv

Tax credits based on-out f-pocket expenses: -

A tax credit plan has be,en proposed that would permit a parent to
deduct ,50. percent ..of,',111.81rout-of-pocket" outlays for elementsry and .

secondary .education.- ,Ini'thecase:/of non-public .sChools, the ,major out-
o f,pocket expense would-,betuitipn For , public schoo ls creditable
expenses would, include all'nontax revenues thatare. collected br.SChool
systems -- fees, book .charges,,,supplies,-etc.
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The credit would be reduced by 1 percent of the amount by which the
adjusted gross income of the taxpayer for the year exceeds $10,000.

In 1970, tuition payments in Catholic schools zumounted to about $500
million. For other non-public schools, the best estimate of tuition
charges for 1970 is approxtmately $400 million. Public school fees
and charges, excepting school lunch sales, amounted to $545 million in
1969.

The actual costing out of this proposal is difficult. Outlays that
would be eligible for credit, as mentioned above, total about $1.45
billion at the present time. The revenue loss would not, therefore,
have exceeded $722 million (i.e. 50 percent of$1.45 billion). It
would fall short of this amount because of the reduction specified for
returns vcith AGI's in excess of $10,000 (71 percent of all returns in
1969).

However,: this estimate assumes that the relative consumption oLprivate
and public education remains the same. With..the cost of private
education made relatively cheaper by a credit; there may be:a strong
shift in consumption away from public education and towar' private
education.'

At the present time, public schools in the South tend to use charge
finanCing more than schools in other regions, so residents of these
states wouldbe the principal immediate beneficiaries of a tax credit
based on fees and charges It is conceivable,that public school dl,ztricts
elsewhere would initiate use of direCt.tharges:7is7a-vis taxes with'the
knowledge that 50 percent of the levies could be passed on.to the Federal
Treasury.

The plan.would be of most benefit to Upperincome families and families
withjarge out-of-Tocket educational eXpenses.-:, Consider the following
example: A taxpeyerwith an AGIOf $60,000 decides to,send his two
children to a high-priced boarding school that charges $3,000 tuition
for each student.' He is alIOwed-a-tax -credit eqUal to5.(Ypercent of
$6,000, or ,$3,000. The Credit is reduced by 1 43ercent'Of the amount by
which his Aza exceeds $10,000.

Gross Credit
Less: 1% of

$50,000

Inst now costs the taXpayeronly$3,500 instead.of $6,000
tc(semOlis.childrento private :schoOl. Anyl)lanbaSed On actUal outlays
sh'puldgeptablish a thaximuth-permissible dollar Credit. per 'student.

Net Credit
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SYNOPSIS

1. Nonpublic elementary and secondary schools have been in a rapid decline

over the past five to six years which seems to be accelerating and it appears now

that many and possibly most of those schools may be forced out of existence during

the 1970s unless some type of action is taken to keep them alive.

2. The closing of most nonpublic schools could throw up to 5 million children

on to the public school system and place an annual $4 to $5 billion burden on the tax-

payer& backs. With few if any alternatives available, virtually all children woild

then have to get their education in the public schools, save for the children from the

most affluent families. Many observers regard attendance of the same schools by

all children to be the best preparation for life in a democracy. But it would certainly

make a hollow shell of the natural right of the parents to direct their children's educa-

tion, as defined by the U.S. Supreme Court in its unanimous decision in Pierce v.

Society of Sisters.

3. The President made it a particular assignment of the Commission on School

Finance to consider the financial problem in nonpublic education, especially in reli-

gious schools, and to recommend measures by which their decline can be halted and

their threatened collapse prevented.

4. Several decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court rule out the appropriation of

public funds for direct governmental subsidies to religious schools but permit tax bene-

fits to churches and other religious institutions. It appears therefore that church-con-

meted education can be effectively aided either by tax benefits of some kind or not at

all.

5. The Internal Revenue Code now leaves about one-half of all personal income

fme from federal income taxation. Most of the numerous types of tax benefits are in-

tended a) to establish greater horizontal equity, i.e. , make taxes,fairer by making al-

lowance for special burdens, or b) to stimulate socially desirable activities by offering

tax incentives.

6. Income tax deductions have long been permitted for special burdens such as

state and local taxes, interest payments, casualty losses, medical expenses, etc. , as

well as for donations for religious, educational and charitable purposes. Conliderations



of equity as well as social policy make it desirable te add tuitions to the list: this seems

to be the most effective method, and possibly the only method, by which parents can be

aided in exercising their right of choice and church-connected schools can be helped to

survive.

7. Because of the progressive income tax rate scale, deductions confer propor-

tionately greater benefits on taxpayers in high income brackets than on low or middle

income persons. This lopsided situation can be rectified by using tax crecits -- de-

ductible from tax liability -- inetead of deductions from adjusted gross income. I sug-

gest that the privilege which is now enjoyed only by taxpayers in the highest income

bracket -- to offset 70% of their donations to schools againsf their tax liability -- be

extended to taxpayers at all income levels. This would effectively stimulate contribu-

tions among middle and lower income persons.

8. Tuition tax credits can help parents to augment their support of nonpublic

schools without placing a commensurate burden on them. If well designed, tuition tax

credits are on firm constitutional grounds and will stand up against any conceivable

constitutional challenge.

I suggest a 70% tax credit for tuitions in all regular schools. Such a credit

could, for example, apply o tuitions betweel $100 and $300 in elementary schools and

between $100 and $500 in eecondary schools, with an upper income cutoff. Its annual

cost may be estimated at $900 million, which is less than one-fourth of the expense of

educating those children in public schools.
. ,

9. Public schools, as well as homeowners, could be aided by the granting of

income tax credits for residential school property taxes.

1,;!t1....
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The nonpublic elementary and secondary schools in the United States
have long been an integral pait of the nation's educational establishment --
supplementing than important way the main task of our public school sYstem.
The nonpublic schools provide a diversity which our educatioml system would
otherwise lack. They also give a spur of competition to the public schools --
through which educational.innovations come, both systems benefit, and prog-
ress results

If most or all private schools were to close or turn public, the added
burden on public funds by the end of the 1970s would excecd $4 billion per
year in operations, with an estiinated $5 billion more needed for facilities.

This government cannot be indifferent to the potential collapse of such
schools.

The specific problem of parochial schools is to be a particular assign-
ment of the Commission.

In its deliberatione, I urge the commission to keep two considerations
in mind. First, our purpose here is not to aid religion in particular but to
promote diversity in education; second, that nonpublic schools En America are
closing at the rate of one a da,y.

From: President's Message on Education Reform, March 3, 1970



Decades of dedicated and persistent efforts of nonpublic schools, secular and

religious, and their protagonists to obtain financial support from state or federal

funds came to naught when the U.S. Supreme Court in the Lemon and Di Censo deci-

sions in June 1971 declared such programs in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island -- and

by implication anywhere else -- to be violative of the "no establishment" clause of

the First Amendment. The Court's position was foreshadowed nearly a quarter cen-

tury earlier by its rule in the Everson case that no public funds can be expended to

support religious activities or institutions. When several states in recent years de-

vised elaborate schemes to aid private schools while restricting expenditures of pub-

lic funds in denominational schools to the teaching,of secular subjects, the Court con-

eluded that such controls would lead to an ."excessive entanglement" between church

and state.

So, no matter which waYthe states and the private school groups turned,

whether they took care to prevent spending for sectarian purposes or whether they did

not, they were effectively blocked in attempts to secure governmental appropriations

for church-connected schools. .The 'Lemon decision ended in alllikelihood, at least 0
!(

fbr as far as we can'see ahead, the organizedmovethent for such aid.' It did not; how-

ever, lock the door to other forms of governmental assistance to nonpublic education.

Can Government Aid Church-connected Education?

Well over 90% of the enrollment in nonpublic elementary and secondary educa-

tion is in religious schools, about 83% just in Catholic schools, parochial, diocesan

or run by religious orders A d,4ve to obtain governmental aid for secular nonpublie

schools only would lack sufficiently broad support to offer much hope for success.

Moreover, to exclude denominational institutions from a general assistance program

vould be tantamount to,offeringrthem an incentive premium for cutting their church

lieS and come cloSe to iMposing a.pennity on the eXercise Of religion.

then the choice lies between anaid program available to all nonpublic schools and no

aid.program at all.



But religious schools are up against the Supreme Court's forceful pronounce-

ment in Everson when, speaking through Mr-Justice Black, it said:

The establishment-of-religion clause of the first amendment means at least
this: .... No tax in any amount, large or small, can be levied to support
any religious activities or institutions, whatever they may be called, or
whatever form they may adopt to teach or practice religion.

Attempts to stress the dual nature of religious schools and the secular side of their

teaching received short shrift by the Court in Lemon when it found the parochial school

system to be "an integral part of the religious mission of the Catholic Church."

The Court, however, took pains to point out on several occasions that it was

not opposed to nonpublic or religious schools as such and that it was not ruling against

them or even a inst governmental assistance to them. It was merely establishing

the rules on assistance, then under review, which it held to run afoul of the "no

establishment" clause.
delivered

In the Zorach case (1952) Mr. Justice Douglas y a ringing declaration for
,t

the Court:

We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being....
When the state encourages religious instruction or cooperates with religious
authorities by adjusting the schedule of public events to sectarian needs, it
follows the best of our traditions. For then it respects the religious nature
of our people and accomodates the public service to their spiritual needs.
To hold that it may not would be to find in the Constitution a requirement
that the government.show a callous indifference to religious groups. That
would be preferring those who believe in no religion over those who believe.

This expanded on the Court's decision in the landmark case of Pierce v.

Society of SisterE (1925) in which it declared unconstitutional an attempt by the state

of Oregon to establish a monopoly for the public schools and to eliminate private schools

from the general education process: "The child is not the mere creature of the state;

those who, nurture him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty,

to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations."

While voiding the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island programs,Mr. Chief Justice

Burger clarified the Court's position in Lemon:

32
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Finally, nothing we have said can be construed to disparage the role of
the chUrch-related elementary and secondary schools in our national life.
Their contribution has been and is enormous. Nor do we ignore their,
economic plight in a period of rising costs and expanding need. Taxpayers
havt-.1 been spared vast sums by the maintenance of these educational institu-
tione by religious organizations, largelyby the gifts of faithful adherents. 1

The merit and benefits of these schools, however,, are not the issUe before
us in these cases. The sole question is whether state aid to these schools
can be squared with the dictates of the religion clauses.

The Lemon decision points at the danger of support programs posed "by the

seed for continuing annual appropriations and the lil:elihood of larger and larger de-

mands as costs and populations grow. " It contrastad such programs with the issue in

a case it had decided a year earlier: "But in Walz we dealt with a status

under a state tax law for the benefit of all religious groups. Here vet) are confronted

with successive and very likely permanent annual appropriations that benefit relatively

few religious groups."

Ln other words, the Court found no reason why government could not aid reli-

gion as such or religious schools, provided this was not done by the spending of public

funds but by granting tax benefits available to all, including religious institutions.

The decision was directed, as Mr. Justice Brennan explained in his concurring opinion,

against "the provision of a direct subsidy from public funds for activities carried on by

sectarian educational institutions." (emphasis supplied)

In the WaIz decision (1970) the Chief Justice stated:

Obviously a direct money subsidy would be a relationship pregnant with
involvement and, as with most governmental grant programs, could en-
compass sustained and detailed administrative standards....

The grant cf a tax exemption is not sponsorship since the government does
not transfer part of its revenue to churches but eim tthst_pyitis from de-
manding that the church support the state. (emphasis supplied)

The Court justified its distinction between the grant of governmental funds and

the grant of tax benefits by pointing out that the slate

has granted exemption to all houses of religious worship within a broad class
of property owned by nonprofit, quasi-public corporations.... The State has
an affirmative policy that considers these groups ea beneficial and.stabilizihg
influences in community life and finds this classification useful, desirable,
and in the public interest....

1The Lemon decision came more than a year alter the President's Message on Educa-
tion Reform and it is apinrent that the Court had taken due notice of the contents of
that message.
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The exemption creates only a minimal and remote involvement between
church and state and far less than taxation of churches. It restricts the
fiscal relatiolship between church and state ,,and tends to complement'
and reinforce the desired separation insulating each 'from the other....

Few coneepte are more deeply embedded in the fabric of our national life,
beginning with pre-revolutionary colonial times, than for the government
to exercise at the very least this kind of benevolent neutrality toward
churchea and religious .exereises generally....

That the grant of tax benefits to churches is constitutionally permissible was

recognized by the Supreme Court nearly 80 years before Walz in Bell's Gap Railroad

Company v. Pennsylvania, 134 U.S. 232 (1890):

[The equal protection clause) was not intended to prevent a state from adjust-
ing its systein of taxation in all proper and reasonable ways. It may, if it
chooses, exempt certain classes of property from any taxation at all, such
as churches, libraries and the property of charitable institutions:....

We think we are safe in saying that the Fourteenth Amendment was not in-
tended to compel the state to adopt an iron rule of equal taxation.

More than a century earlier, in 1785, the Continental Congress authorized

large bind grants for school purposes and, two years later, in the year of the Constitu-

tional Convention, for religious purposes while issuing a ringing exhortation to future

generations in the famous Northwest Ordinance:

Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good government and
the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever
be encouraged.

It is significant that among the benefits to be derived from school education,

religion was mentioned first, just as churches were listed first in more recent acta of

Congress granting tax benefits for a multitude of charitable activities. Religion was

an integral part of thc curriculum in most schools in the' days of the Northwest Ordi-

nance, as it had been at the time when the concept of universal education arose in New

England in the "Ye Olde Deluder Satan" law of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1647.

Religious instruction can no longer be provided in the public schools, under

. First Amendment interpretations from Everson to Engel v. Vitale. This makes it

even more important to uphold the right of the citizen to send his children to a school

in which religion can be taught without subjecting him to an excessive economic penalty.

But that right becomes a hollow shell if there arc no such schools available or if the

cost of attending them is prohibitive.

It has been said that "the only honest issue in the parochial aid controversy is

tho religious issue. Must tho taxpayer contribute to the support of a religious institution
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the doctrines of which he cannot accept 7" D. L. Judd in Saturday Review, February 20,

1971).

This question has been conclusively answered by the Supreme Court: ,

Government (i.e. , the taxpayer) must not and cannot contribute to the support

of a religions lnstitution through the expenditure of tax funds. It may aid religious in-

stitutiens by foregoing the collection of taxes it would otherwise collect. The question

now is to the best form in which such aid can be rendered without conflicting with the

"no establishmeni'and 'equal protectiorrclauses.

Tax Benefits: Exclusions, Exemptions, Deductions Credits

$361 billion of personal income went federally untaxed in 1969, nearly one-half

of all personal income in the United States.

These are the major types of benefits under existing tax law:1

1) Exclusions.

Notwithstanding the all-inclusive definition in the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 of income to be reported and taxed ("...all income from whatever source de-

rived....") many types of income are excluded by statute, court deci-

sion or administrative rule: social security and welfare benefits, unemployment and

workmen's compensation, veterans pensions, gifts and inheritances, scholarships and

fellowships, interest on state and municipal obligations, and dozens of others.

2) Exemptions.

The only exemption in the federal income tax law is the personal exemption

which amounted to $600 per person from 1948 to 1969, and will total $750 in 1972. An
State

added exemption is permitted for a person who is 65 or over or blind. /property tax

laws, no matter how inclusive their general definitions may be, exempt many types of

property owned by other governments, by churches, religious, charitable, educational

organizations, in some eases veterans, homesteads and others. Some of the

sales tax laws exempt such purchases as food consumed off the premises, prescription

drugs, etc.

l'As defined in tho Internal Revenue Cotie of 1954.
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3) Deductions.

From its inception in 1913 the income tax law has permitted a number oi deduc-

tions for certain expenditures, whose range has since been widened: interest, state

and local taxes, medical costs, contributions'to certa'n nonprofit institutions such as

religious, educational, scientific and charitable orgailizationa, casualty losses, medical

expenses, alimony payments, etc.

4) Credits.

Deductions and exemptions (Nos. 2 and 3 above) are subtracted from adjusted

gross income to establish taxable income, to which the rates of the tax scale are ap-

plied to compute the tax. Credits may be subtracted from the computed tax to arrive

at the final net tax liability. Tax credits are commonly granted as a percentage of a

particular item of expenditure or income and may go up to 100%. Typical examples

are the retirement credit, investment credit, taxes paid to foreign governments,

redit for state inheritance taxes a inst federal estate taxation, credit for state un-

employment taxes against federal employment taxes, etc. The Revenue Act of 1971

created two new types of income tax credits: for political contributions after 1973 and

for hiring workers through the government work incentive program. Several states

allow credits against their income tax for sales tax or certain property taxes.

The basic difference between an income tax deduction and an income tax credit

is this: If a man contributes $100 to a charitable purpose he is presently entitled to

subtract t1J0 from his adjusted gross income (unless he uses the standard deduction).

This means that if he is in the lowest taxable income bracket he gets a net reduction

of $14 on his tax liability. He must shoulder $86 out of his $100 gift. If a man in the

top income bracket contributes $100, he reduces his income tax liability by $70, so

that the net cost to him of his $100 gift is only $30.

That, of course, is simply the result of our progressive rate scale, but it does

not seem quite fair and has been called an "upside-down subsidy." The main effect of

this system, which tms long leen criticized, is a lopsided concentration of gift-giving
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in the top income brackets and heavy dependence of edvcational and other institutions

on a small number of wealthy individuals and families.

Tax benefits now available to schools, public or private, consint of the exemp-

tion of their income and property from income and property taxes, exemption of cer-

tain transactions from sales or excise taxes in some jurisdictions, and the deducti-

bility to donors of their contributions.

Exemption from taxation of their own income and property is of course very

helpful to the benefited schools. It reduces their expenses. But it does not help

them increase their income, which is what they urgently need. This cannot be done

from governmental sources directly. But government can provide incentives which

could substantially boost the schools' revenues from their major private sources,

gifts and tuitions. Deductibility of donations is of tremendous value, and often essen-

tial to the schools' survival. But it is a far less effective stimulant than tax credits

for donations would be.

Tax benefits for payment of tuitions to educational institutions have been under

conaideration for about twenty years. Wilber Katz, then at the University of Chicago

lAw School, may have been the first to suggest, not long after the Everson decision,

that a tax deduction for tuition paid to religiously connected schools would be per-

missible although the Court might not uphold direct payments. 1

Several hundred bills were introduced in Congress in recent years that would

grant tax tenefits for payment of tuitions to educational institutions, mostly at the

collegiate level. Many of them had broad bi-partisan sponsorship and one plan was

1Wilber G. Katz, "Canon Stokes on Church and State," The Living Church, Septem-
ber 14, 1951: saw author, "Freedom of Religion and State Neutrality," 20
University of Chicago Law Review, 1953, p. 440.
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passed by the Sonata on three occaaions by large majorities. But no such bill was

ever elacted.1

Proposals to expand tax benefits for schools or parents supporting them cannot

bo seen in the proper perspective or ar.lequately evaluated without a review of the broad

picture of tax benefits now used in the federal income tax.

Complaints have been voiced for about fifteen years about an erosion of the in-

come tax, Thc federal income tax appears to be punctured by numerous loopholes

through which huge amounts of income escape from bearing a share of the overall

burden. Repeated attempts to close or narrow some of the major loopholes have had

only limited success. The tightening of one loophole by Congress was usually accom-

panied by the widening of others. Loophole eesing seems to be a truly Sisyphean task.

As mentioned before, $361 billion of personal income went uMaxed in 1969.

The percentage of all income that is not taxed has been declining, as Table I shows,

due largely to inflation and a rising income level. In all likelihood, however, the per-

centage of income enjoying freedom from taxation will increase as a result of reforms

authorized in the Internal Revenue Acts Gf 1969 and 1971.

'The record of the movement to secure tax credits in higher education is presented in
my book Crisis in College Finance?, The Institute for Social Science Research,
Washington, 1965, Chapter 10. Also, in a paper I prepared for the Joint Economic
Committne of Congress: "Federal Assistance to Higher Education Through Income
Tax Credits," The Economics and Financing of Higher Education in the United
States, Joint Economic Committee, 1969, pp. 664 ff.

The graduated percentage credit pls.) for higher education which I had proposed
to the Senate Finance nnd Education Committees in 1963 was passed by the Senate for
the third time on November 16, 1971, with a vote of 56:27. Several of the Senatora
who voted in tho negative stressed in the preceding debate that they favored the idea
but thought that it should be postponed because of the current hugo budget deficit.
The credit was subsequently eliminated by tho Senate-House Conference Committee.
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Table I

PERSONAL INCOME AND FEDERALLY TAXED INCOME 1954-1969

Personal Taxable Nontaxed
Income Income Personal Income

-billions

Nontaxed Income
as a percentage of
Personal Income

percent

1954 $290. 1 $115. 3 $174.8 60%
1960 401.0 171. 6 229. 4 57
1968 688. 9 352. 8 336. 1 49
1969 750. 3 389. 1 361.2 48

Source: Economic Indicators, Council of Economic Advisers.
Statistics of Income: Individual Income Tax Returns, Internal,Revenue

Service; respective years.
(This is Rico the source for the income tax data listed in the succeeding tables)

The $361 billion of income that went untaxed in 1969 can be divided into three

major categories:
Table II

Difference between Personal Income
and Adjusted Gross Income

(mostly exclusions such as social
billion

security benefits, welfare, etc.) $146
Personal exemptions
($600 per taxpayer and dependent) 124

Personal deductions 102

$372

Offset items - 11

$361 1

/Contrary to what is widely believed, most of the nontaxod income is received by
persons in the low and middle income brackets. Because no breakdown by income
class has been available for personal income since 1964, accurate overall data
cannot be given. The $146 billion difference between personal income and adjusted
gross income derives largely from social benefits such as social security, welfare
and unemployment benefits and is concentrated in the low income brackets. More
than 90% of the $215 billion difference between adjusted gross income and taxable
income accrues tl per-L.)11s in low to upper middle income brackets:

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME AND TAXABLE INCOME
BY INCOME BRACKETS, 1969

Untaxed Percent of
Adjusted adjusted adjusted gross

gross Taxable gross income
income income income untaxed

------ --billions
Adjusted gross Iwonie class:

percent

Uader $10,000 $237. 5 $128.3 $109. 2 46%
$10,000 to under $25,000 279.9 192.7 87.2 31
$25,000 and over 86.3 67.4 18.9 22%

$64".1.7 $3118. 4 $215.3 36%
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$91 billion in personal deductions in 1968 are divided as follows: (these data

were not tabulated for 1969 by the internal Revenue Service).

Table III

DEDUCTIONS ON FEDERAL INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS, 1968

billion

State and local taxes $24. 4

Interest paid 18. 5

Contributions IL 1

Medical expenses 8.5

Employee expenses 2. 3

Other deductions 4. 4

All itemized deductions $69.2

Standard deductions 22.3

All deductions $91, 3

Itemized contributions have been increasing, but maintained a steady rate of

about 2% of the adjusted gross income on all returns over the past ten years. A de-

cline zr.9.y be expected to result from the liberalization of standard deductions in 1969

and a further drop may follow the Revenue Act of 1971.

Table IV

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME AND CONTRIBUTIONS
ON ITEMIZED RETURNS 1958-196E

CONTRIBUTIONS
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME on returns with Percent

on all individual returns itemized deductions contributions

- billions - - millions - - percent -

1958 $281. 2 $5,694 2.0%
1960 315.5 6,750 2.1
1962 348.7 7,516 2.2
1964 396.7 8,327 2.1
1966 468.5 9,122 1.9
1968 554.4 11,139 2.0
1969 603.5 N.A. N.A.

No breakdown is available of the contributions by class of recipients -- schools,

hospitals, churches, etc. -- but wo may esUmato that about $1,8 billion went to edu-

entional institutions in 1908, mostly at the collegiate level. Donations to elementary

and secondary schools probably accounted for only a small fraction of the total.
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What Are Tax Deductions For ?

The principal author of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (under which we still

operate) Dan Throop Smith, then Deputy to the Secretary of the Treasury, 1 declared in

1957: "Most, if not all, of the allowed oeductions are intended to increase the fairneei

of the tax. "2 Subsequently he wrote: "All of the deductions allowed in computing the

taxable income of individuals are designed to give relief to the taxpayers benefiting

from them and thereby make the law fairer. "3

C. Harry Kahn of Rutgers University, author of the standard work on tax de-

ductiona, defined two purposeil:

a) to provide greater equity

b) to promote desirable acthates.

a) Deductions to provide greater equity.

All exemptions and most existing deductions fall tato this category. They aim

to refine tbe definition of income so as to come closer to a "net income concept which

expresses true taxpaying capacity. Therefor3, they reduce the tax base by taking into

consideration special burdens borne by the particular taxpayer. Of two men with the

identical gross income, one may have more dependents, heavier medical expenses,

casualty losses, state and local tax liabilities. So he is leas able to pay federal income

tax than the other. Exemptions and deductions are intended to "differentiate between

taxpayers whose incomes, though apparently equal, are of different sizes in some

relevant sense. "5 They aim to provide greater horizontal equity.

The cause of a man's reduced taxpaying capacity may be completely beyond his

control, such as a misfortune or Act of God, but it need not be. It can be duo to his own

1Now a senior research fellow at the Hoover Institution.

2"General Policy Problems of Tax Differentials" in: Inrome Tax Differentials,
Symposium by the Tax Institu'o, 1958, p. 6.

3Dan Throoli Smith, Federal Tax Reform, McGraw-Bill Book Co. , Now York, 1961, p. 0.

4C. Harry Kahn, "Personal Deductions in tho Individual Income Tax," Tnx Revision
Compendium, Committeo on Ways & Means, House of Rope. , 1959, pp. 392 ff.
Income Tax Revision, Panel Ditivtissions, Committeo on Ways & Means, House of
Bepr. , 1959, pp. 365-68.

5C. Harry Kahn, Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tax, National Bureau
of Economic Research, Princeton Unlversity Press, 1060, p. 174.
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deliberate action. Can it be argued that the number of a man's dependent children is not

subject to his power of decision? Yet, the laws allow him an exemption of $750 for each

dependent in A972. A man may have a diseased tooth extractedfer $10; or, he may have

it treated and i'xowned at a cost exceeding $100. He deducts for income tax Purposes the

cost of whatever treatment he chose. Even the amount of state and local taxes a man

pays is in part dependent on his personal decisions en location, type of investment, tim-

ing of purchase or sale, choice between taxable and nontaxable securities, etc. He may

borrow money and deduct the interest, or he may postpone a purchase and not borrow.

i( a taxpayer has a justifiable reason to aasume a particular burden -- such as

for example the adoption of children or some other act of conscience or compassion --

he is entitled to a tax benefit, because he does bear a special burden, even if it is

brought about or increased on his own volition. The law permits a wide discretion.

b) Deductions to promote desirable activities.

The law provides a financial incentive to engage in or expand activities which

are regarded to be in the public interest. Some of them are of the type that would have

to be undertaken and financed by government if they were not providgd by voluntary

action. Hospitale, schools, libraries, museums are in that category. Congress may

find that it is lees costly to the taxpayer if government offers individuals or organiza-

tions an incentive to devote their own funds for such purposes than to have to under-

write the entire cozt through toxos. Mere importantly, it may deem it preferable that

certain activities be carried on under private auspices, partially or fully, and not be

under direct governmental control or become a governmental monopoly. A greater

diversity is often desirnble so as to permit the widest range of individual freedom, con-

sistent with the obligations and purposes of government.

Some deductions are allowed for activities which would not be carried on by

government. This applies particularly to donations for churches and other religious

institutions and organizations. Government could not, under the "no establishment"

clause, expend tax-collected funds for such activities. But it is equally clear that

government may encourage -- and materially aid -- such purponos by indirection. In

tho Wok decision the U. S. Supreme Court was emphatic in stating that though govern-

ment may not spend public funds for religious purpolacs, it may indirectly micl them by

foregoing the collection of 1.1xeri which it would otherwise impose.
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Do Tuitions qualify under our System of Tax Deductions?

It appears that recognition of tuitions would policywiee be Justified under both

of the above listed categories:

a) If Mr. Smith sends his children to a private school and pays tuition, he,

thereby assumes a special burden which would otherwise devolve upon the general tax-

payer. Mr. Brown whose children attend public schools would be paying higher taxes

if Mr. Smith did not send his children to a private school. Mr. Smith's burden is

voluntary because, he could save himself money by sending his children to a public school.

I( he did, Mr. Brown's added tax.es would not be voluntary. It is, therefore, in Brown's

interest to keep the Smith children in a private school -- and it would be prudent policy

to provide their father with an incentive to do so.

Also, the man who procreatea or adopts children thereby assumes a burden,

voluntarily. For this he is given a tax benefit -- a dependent's exemption -- although

there would have been no burden on the taxpayer or anybody else if he had not pvo-

created those children. Why should note parent who voluntarily assumes the obligation

of paying for his children's education be granted commensurate material recognition?

Moreover, if a taxpayer donates money to a private school, he may deduct the

amount for income tax purposes. If he pays tuition he may, at present, not deduct it.

Most religious schools are built from the proceeds of donations to a church

which are tax-deductible. An estimated two-thirds or more of the operating cost of

Catholic schools (which account for 83% of the enrollment In all private schools) is de-

rived not Irom tuitions but from church funds which, when lontributed to the church,

aro tax-deductible. Would it not be simpler to grant.equr.1 rights to tuitions ?

distinguish between donations and tuitions?

The charges and fees of a hospital run by a religious order can be deducted by

tho payt .x. for income tax purposes. %Thy should tho fees charged by schools not bo ac-

corded similar treatment?

Horizontal equity among taxpayers will bo improved if the ono who pays tuition

to a private school -- which, if public, would have to bo financed by the taxpayer --

is granted recognition of his burden.
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b) Diversity in education can be maintained only as long as private schools

operate. If private schools succumb to financial pressure, the public schools will enjoy

a complete monopoly and the right of the citizen to scnd his children to a school of his

choice -- affirmed in the Pierce decision of the Supreme Court -- will become hypo-

thetical. It already is a mere nnminal right for those who do not have a private school

of their choice nearby or cannot afford to pay their charges. This means that often

only rich -- or fortunate -- people have a true freedom of choice.

Proponents and opponents of tuition aid or other forms of assistance to private

schools are really not divided by their legal views on whether such aid is constitutional

or whether It Is equitable. They differ on whether private schools as such are desir-

able. Some opponents hold that private schools are a divisive phenomenon on the Ameri-

can scene. They believe that in a democracy all children ought to attend the same state

schools, and that the existence, and certainly an encouragemeat or growth, of private

schools works to the ,letrirnent of the public schools.

Whether expanded tax benefits can be granted to nonpublic school education is

no longer a constitutional question. It is a policy qucstion *o be decided by Congress --

and state legislatures -- according to their understanding of the best interest and wishes

of their constituents and of the equity among taxpayees.

Congress first authorized tax deductions for contributions ":o religious, chari-

table, scientific and educational nonprofit organizations" up to 15% of an individual's

income in 1917. It subsequntly raised the limit to 20%, then to 30% and finally, in

1969, to 50% of adjusted gross income.

To justify the boost to 30% in 1952, the Senate Finance Committee explained:

Your committee is of thil opinion ihat by increasing the 15 per ccnt limit
to 20 per cent, much-nevded relief will be given to colleges, hospitals,
and other organizations stio are becoming more and more dependent
upon private contributions to enable them to balance their budgets and
carry on their programs.... Your committee believes that it is to the
best interest of the commtwity to encourage private contributions to
these institutions and it is b21ieved that this amendment will provide some
assistance in this respect. 1

In proposing to raise the ceiliag to 30% for gifts to churches, educational insti-

tutions and hospitals (but not to other organinitions) the Ways and Means Committee

in 1954 specified the purpose: "...to aid these instihitions in obtaining the additional

1 'Deduct ibi 1 ity of Proeoeds from Sport in t Events ... and Charitable Contributions by
Iniii%klunls, Committee on Finance, Seinte Report. No. 1584, 11152, p. 2.
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funds they need, in view of their rising dosts."1

The same committee justified a further boost from 30% to 60% in 1969 "in

order to strengthen the incentive effect of the charitable contributions deduction. "2

The record of tax deductions over the past half century indicates clearl,, that

the Congress strongly favors this method of tax relief for special burdens, whether

accidentally inflicted and inescapably suffered or voluntarily assumed, that this ap-

p!ies especially to churches, schools and hospitals, and that this is in keeping with

the wishes of the American people.

In view of the financiaa crisis in the private schools, which are rapidly declin-

ing and threatened with collapse, an extension of the presently available tax benefits

is justifiable and advisable.

There seems to be no need for raising the percentage of income beyond the 60%

established in 1969 -- although some institutionrd may suffer from the elimination of

the unlimited deduction in special cases. But to change from deductions to credits

would be of tremendous help. By attracting millions of persons in thn mtidle and

lower income brackets who presently contribute little if anything, added funds would

be infused and the dependence of educational institutions on a small number of wealthy

persons reduced.

The most effective method of aiding nonpublic school education at this time

woull, however, be the establishment of tax credits for Zaitionti. A numbcr of objections

to tuition tax credits have been raised which merit consideration.

Objections to Mitten Tax Credits.

These appear to be the most frequently heard arguments against extension of

tax benefits to tuitions:
a

1. "To grant/tax benefit for tuition paid to private schools would discriminate

against children attending public schools vhio pay ra tuitions. Almost all state constitutions

1Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Committee on Ways and Means, Hodge Report No. 1622,
1954, P. 29.

4Tax Reform Act of 1369, Committee on %Mr and Mains, House Report No. 91-413,
p. 51.
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require public school attendance to be free. Parents who send their children to a

private schori made a decision which the general taxpayer should not be called upon to

finance."

It Is obvioualy true that attendance at a private school and the payment of tuition

aro voluntary. So are contributions to churches, schools and hospitals -- which are

tax deductible. Someone who makes no such contribution has nothing to deduct. A per-

son may have the choice of being treated at a free clinic or by a private physician or at

a fee 'charging hospital. If he opts for the free clinic he has nothing to deduct. If a

man buys a car and pays sales tax thereon, he can claim a deduction. If he foregoes

the purchase he loses that deduction.

No man has to procreate or adopt children. But if he does, and thereby incurs

expenses he could have avoided, he is entitled to tax exemptions for his dependents.

The number of examples could be multiplied, but the lesson is clear:

The principle in our tax law is that a tax benefit is granted to a taxpayer who

is shouldered with or assumes a special burden. This does not discriminate against

an individual vaho bears no such burden and therefore gets no benefit.

It is clearly established that a tax law may classify activities, impose heavier

rates on some taxpayers, activities or property than on others, exempt some partially

or wholly while taxing otheis, and that this does not violate the "equal protection" or

"due process" clauses of the 14th Amendment.

In Walters v. City of St. Louis, 347 U.S. 231 (1954) the U.S. Supreme Court

found:

Equal protection does not require identity of treatment. It only requires
that classification rests on real and not feigned differences, that the dis-
tinction have some relevance to the purpose for which the classification
is made, and that the different treatment be not so disparate, relativ3 to
the difference in classification, as to be wholly arbitrary.

In New York Rapid Transit Corp. v. City of New York, 303 U.S. 573 (1938)

the Court said:

I. Classification. No question is or could be made by the Corporation
AS to the right of a State, or a municipality with properly delegated
powers, to enact laws or ordinances, icd on raisonable classification
of the objects of the legislation or of the persons whom it affects.
"Equal protection" dues net prohibit this. Mthough the wide discretion
as ta classification retained by a legislature, often results in narrow
distinctions, these distinctions, II reasonably related to the object of
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thu legislation, are sufficient to Justify the classification.... Indeed,
it has long been the law untior thu 14th Amendment that "a distinction la
legislation is nc.: arbitrary, if any state of facts reasonably can be eJn-
calved that would sustain it..." ... "%That satisfies this equality tvls not
been tad probably never can bo precisely defined." yagoun v. Illinois
Trust nnd Savings Bank, supra, 293. [170 U.S. 283 (1898))

The power to make distinctions exists with full vigor in the field of tax-
ation, where no "iron rule" of equality has ever been er,forced upon the
states.... A state may exercise a wide discretion in selecting the sub-
jects of tarcaUon....

In other cases, too numerous and extensive to be quoted here, the U.S. Supreme

Court has recognized the lawmakers' broad authority to tax and exempt from taxation

according to their own judgment. 1

If an individual -- or an institution -- can be exempted, for a good reason, from

paying tho property tax, he can be exempted from paying the income tax. And if he can

be exempted from paying the entire tax he CP n be exempted from paying a part of the

tax -- if a valid justification for making a distinction can be adduced.

Over the past 58 years Congress Irts established a large number of exclusions,

exemptions, deductions from and credits against the federal income tax. I can see no

reason why a credit or deducCon for tuitions and fees paid to an educational institution

should be less secure in its constitutional standing than any of the existing tax differ-

entials, as long as it is not discriminatory or capricious.

That some schools charge no tuition is no more a valid ob}ection to permitting

benefits for tuitions than free medical clinics are an argument against allowing medical

deductions. Nor is there a difference between a deduction and a credit that has rele-

vance to their legal standing.

Since schools are granted several types of tax benefits that have never been

questioned and appear secure, a credit for tuition payments would raise no issue that

has not long been regirded as settled.

The fact that students attending public schools would derive no direct benefit

from tuition tax credits does not justify a charge of I nequal treatment. There is no

constitutional requirement that every single law or public program must provide bene-

fits for everybody. It is not unusual that a measure is adopted which in effect benefits

1Sce pirticularly: Ohio Oil Co. v. Conway, 281 U.S. 14i; (1929), Omit Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. v. Grogican, 301 U.S. 912 (1937).
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only ono segment, often to rectify nn existin inequity. The proposed credit would

be given for payment of tuition at any school, p.blic or private. Surely it cannot be

held that children attending private schools receive governmental benefits and children

in public schools do not. Public school children have virtually the entire coat of their

education paid from public funds. They do not bene3t from tuition tax credits because

state constitutions do not permit tuition to be Charged in public schools. Similarly,

children in private schools do not have the cost of their education paid from public funds

because the U. S. Constitution,as interpreted by the Supreme Court, does not permit it.

Therefore they might be even another, far smaller,benefit -- credit for tuitions paid.

2. "To grant an income tax deduction or credit f)r tunir,ns paid to a school is

unfair and discriminates against those who have no ir-lorne tax liability."

U this line of reasoning were cc.rrect, all deductions, exemptions, credits, etc.

would have to be called discriminatory. If, for example, a man's incume consists only

of excludable items such as social snurity, veterans pensions or fellowships, he de-

rives no benefit from his personal exemptions or deductions. If a man's exemptions

and deductions exceed his adjusted gross income, he gets no benefit prom the excess.

He gets no benefit from a casualty loss if he has no tax liability. Twelve million non-

taxable income tax returns were filed for 1969 which showed a combined adjusted gross

incame of $13.4 billion. Deducticms and exemptions on these returns totalled $25.7

billion. Those individuals had $10.3 billion in tax benefits coming which were purely

hypothetical -- not worth a cent. Does this mean that deductions and exemptions as

such are unfair or discriminatory?

Some have suggested the authorization of a negative income tax under which the

Internal Revenue Service would send refund checks to individuals for unused deductions,

exemptions, etc. But this has never been seriously considered by Congress.

It has been proposed that if a tax credit for tuiticns were to he enacted, taxpayers
not enough

who have" tax liability to make full use of the credit should be paid their credit-Via-1ms

by the Internal Revenuo Service.

Otherwise, it is held, tax credits for tuitbns will benefit only persons in the

ml.ddk and high income brackets but penalize those with a low income. The authorization
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of tuition tax credits would lead to hlr.hor tuitions which poor families would have to pzy

without a possibility of an offsetting benefit.

Thls problem seems unreal and contrived, It has always been the practice in

schools to reduce or waive tuition for some students who are otherwise qualified and

meritorious but cannot afford to pay the full tuitioa. Especially in parochial sehools,

tuitions are reduced or waived for students from low-income families with many chil-

dren. lf after the authorization of a tuition tax credit tuitions are generally raised and

the schools' income substantially increases, those schools will be more able to forego

tuitions, wholly or pareally, from students whose families lack suff:Ment tax liability

to take full advantage of a tax credit.

ff concern persists that higher tuitions might make it more difficult for children

from low-ineome homes V., attend private schools -- because their parents could not ap-

ply the credits In the absence of an income tax liability -- safeguards could be applied.

For example, the law could specify that tuitions are elitOble for tax credits ocly at a

school which agrees to reduce or waive tuitions to students who cannot use a tax credit

but are otherwise qualified,with an upper limit of, say, 10% of their student enrollment.

I do not believe that such a provision is necessary or advisable, but it could be

considered.

To authorize payment by the IRS of tuition tax credits which exceed an individual's

tax liability could jeopardize the systems of tax credits as such, as Professor Freund

minted out in his paper to this commission. This would involve the payment to parents

of public funds which would then be transmitted to a school. If that school is church-

ea.mected, a constitutional question could arise under the Supreme Court decisions from

Everson to Lemon. This is equany true of a system that would give parents study grants

or voucho a -- which would then be redeemed by the recipient schools. We should be

wary of any plan that would channel public funds to a church-connected school, whether

directly or through such intermediaries as the s'udents' parents. Only a reduction in

otherwise payable taxes appears to be safe from constitutional challenge.

3. "The federal income tax is riddled with special provisiona to provide incen-

tives or subsidies for the solution of social problems or Lcnefi!s to special interests.
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This is 'backdoor spending' to hide the true cost from the isiblie and exempt such 'tax

expenditures'from the annual appropriation review by the Coogress. Many of those

special provisions should be discontinteci and, if their objective is meritorious, re-

placed by expenditure programs. No new or additional exclusions, detuctions; exemp-

tions or credits for such purposes shoild be authorized."

The most articulate and persistent opponent of tax incentives is Stanley S.

Surrey of the Harvard Law School who served as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury

for Tax Policy between 1961 and 1968. He has written extensively on the subject, most

recently in two articles in the Harvard Law Review, 1970, "Tax Incentives as a Device

for Implementing Government Policy: A Compsrison with Direct Government Expendi-

tures" and "Feeeral Tax Reform: The Varied Approaches Necessary to Replace Tax

Expendi.tres with Direct Governmental Assistance."

Congress prefers to accomplish certain objectives through tax concessions

rather than expenditures,for a variety nf reasons. The most important among them is

that direct appropriations, as a rale, inean stricter and more detailed governmental

control through an expanded bureaucracy while tax credits or deductions usually grant

greater discretion and freedom of choice to individuals, provieing incentives for private

initiative to act rather than for government to lake over. On the other hand, appropria

tions often achieve the desired purposes mote directly, more precisely, and possibly

more qulckly.

Many or most of the deductions for educationA, scientific and charitable pur-

poses could be replaced by appropriations for the benefited institutions, and this could

greatly strengthen governmental influence on their policies. But it could not be done

in the case of religious institutions, including church-connected schools. The Consti-

tution, as interpreted by the Supreme Cturt, forbids it. Therefore, if diversity is to

be mainlined and if education in nonpublic schools is to be prevented from diminishing

and gradually passing from the scene, nid must be provWed in indirect form, by tax

benefits to irirents and donors. It eanrot be done through appropriations to church-

related schools.
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4. "The income tax law has become cluttered with hundreds of special provi-

sions which make it extremely complicated, hard to understand and open to abuse.

We should try to simplify the Internal Revenue Code, not add to its intricacies."

This is a good point. Tha tax law could be made quite simple by abandoning

all special provisions and rate scales and subjecting all personal income to taxation.

If this were done, a flat rate of 10% could yield about as much revenue as the present

14% to 70% rate scale with hundreds of differentials. Rut ... would this be fairer 7

such a step politically possible? The answer must, realistically, be in the negative.

As long as the tax law cannot be made simple, each newly propoaed deviation from the

general rule must of coarse be elzoely scrutinized to ascertain whether Its intrinsic

merits equal or exceed those of nxisting provisions. If they do, then a Cast for grant-

ing it can be made.

5. "The federal budgct has been growing apace aid is now running an arari I l

deficit of more than $30 billion. This is not the time to reduce federal revenues by

granting wcial tax concessions."

Quite true. But the budget situation did not keep Congress from passing a

$15.8 billion tax cut on December 9, 1971, nor from substantially boosting appropria-

tions hes:des authorizing several big nem or expanded spending programs. Decisions

on those programs -- and en proposed tax benefits in education -- should be made

by relative urgency and priority. If it is ckemed important enoul to keep nonpublic

schools alive so as to enable parents to exerOse a choice in education, and to provide

chlidren attending nonpublic schools at least a imall fraction of the benefits accoeded

to public school children, adoption of some form of tax benefits for them may be justi-

fied.

Moreover, all of those children will be attending schools xn any case. They

will either enroll at priente schools at little cost to the taxpayer; or they will be in

public schools at a tax eost several tines as high. In this ease, as so often, a negative

answer may be penny-wise and poind-foolish.
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A Tax Credit Plan

1. Credits instead or Detluctions for Donations.

Our present method of permitting chariLlble gifts to be deducted from adjusted

gross income has not proven a sufficiently strong incentive to most iaxtUyers, particu-

larly those at low and middle income levels. To be sure, 32 million taxpayers item-

ized deductions in 1968 -- art of a total of 73 million individual tax returns -- of whom

30 million listed contributions. Bat the amount they donated equalled only 3.0% of

their adjusted gross income although the law allowed a maximum of 30%, which has

since been raised to 50% If related to the adjusted gross income on all individual

tax returns, itemized contributions amounted to only 2.0% o; the total. They were

heavily concentramd in the top income brackets.

Table V

CONTRH3UTIONS ON TAXABLE RETURNS WM( ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS
AS A PERCENTAGE OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME ON ALL V.XABLE RETUILIS, 1968

Adjusted Gross
Income Class

Adjusted Gross
Income Contributions Perrent

millions

Under $4,000 $ 36,268 $ 317 .87%
$4,000 to under $10,000 192,021 2,924 1.52
$10,000 to under $20,000 206,253 3,988 1.93
$20,000 to under $5(1,000 67,117 1,691 2.52
$50,000 to under $100,000 19,922 cl-,9 3.31
$100,000 to under $200,000 8,272 408 4.93
S200,000 to under $500,000 4,426 316 7.14
$500,000 to under $1,000,000 1,744 152 8.74
$1,000,000 and over 2,273 213 9. 37

Total $538,296 $10,668 1.98%

Source: Statistics of Income: Individual Income Tax Returns, i9G8, Internal
Revenue Service, 1970. This information was not tabulated for 1969 by IRS.

Table V somewhat understates the total of charitable contributions because the

amount donated by persons using the standard deduction is of course unkm-wn. Because

standard deductions are used more widely in lower income braeket.s. Table V overstates

the difference in contribution rates between persons with high inc-nnes and low i^comes.

But it is very substantial in any case, and for good reasons: the deluction method of-

fers a disincentive to taxpayers at low and middle income levels.
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Tho disadvantage of a system under which a man in the top income bracket is

reimbursed $70 for every $100 he donates, a Mali in the lowest taxable bracket only

$14, *as pointed out earlier and is obvious.

Dut to grant a tv0% credit, as has sometimes been suggested, arouses strong

objections eiiich have much merit. I would propose to extend the privilege etich tax-

payers in the top bracket $100,000 for singles, $180,000 for heads of household,

$200,000 for married couplea filing joint returns -- now enjoy, of offsetting 70% of

their gifts, to all taxpayers, regardless of the size of their income.

Thli privilege could be granted for gifts to educational institutions only, be-

cause they are under the most severe financial pressure and In a state of crisis. Ex-

tensions to hospitals and other charitable organizations might be censidered at some

future time. Mat would of course Increase the cost -- hut it could be a lifesaver

that would make vast subsidies and an eventual government takeover unnecessary.

2. Tax Credits for Taitions.

Donations to schools are presently tax deductible, tuitions are not, because the

payer receives something in return, the right to school aitendance. He could of course

obtain that right for free, at a public school. He pays for exercising his right of free

choice. Still, since the basic service is available without charge, school tuition mn-

tains some element of a donation.

As a practical motter, few parochial or other religious schools, ii any, obtain

their entire support, or even the major part of it, from tuitions. Most parents could

not afford to pay the fall cost of their children's education at a private school -- after

paying taxes for the public schools. We may estimate that, in the national average, at

least two-thirds, ar..1 possibly up to three-fourths, of denominational elementary school

expenses are footed by the sponsoring churches, and slightly less in the case of second-

ary schools. This means that a substantial part of the seurces of private school revenues

already enjoys tax deductibility -- in a roundabout way. This is also true of the tuitions

that show up as "child care" expenses on tax returns.

This could be greatly simplified by giving meterial recognition for tar. purposes

to tuitions. The deduction method would be even less advisable for tuitions than it i3
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for donations. Tax credits are the only effective wny of making tuition lax benefits

meaningful.

Tax credit proponils for tuitions in elementary and secondary schools usually

suggest a 100% credit with a dollar ceiling. Some years ago I proposed to the educa-

tion committees of the House and the Senate a 100% credit for tuitions up to $100, or

a 50% credit for tuitions up to $200.1 I now believe that a percentage formula ought to

have a floor as well as a ceiling.

The rx.rpose of a tuition tax credit is to assist children at:ending sehools of

their own or their parents' choice by helping them to defray the concomitant expenses.

An assignment or this commission, under its Prvsidential mandate, is a particular

concern with the financial problems of the nonpublic schools, the prime oblective be-

ing to give them a better chance of survival. Aid to children attending nonpuhlic

schools would accomplish nothing if such schools. were not operative and available

where they are needed. In fact, the parents' right to freely choose a school, affirmed

in the Pierce case, would be a mockery, if public schools attained a monopoly position

by the closing of most private schools. Since much of the problem is financial, thought

must be given to means of increasing nonpublic scLool revenues by aiding their sup-

porters. School income can be snbstantially raised by lx>osting tuitions -- if care is

taken not to place a commensurate burden on the families paying them. That is the

purpose of the tax credit, rather than to offer relief from their current burden to par-

ents of flonpublic school children.

School revenues can be mere effectively increased fr a giver arnoum of federal

assistance by offering a creuit of 70% rather than of 100% of the tuitions. A $100 tuition

lavost would then yield the school $100 but it would reduce federal revenues by only $70,

the amount of the parents' tax credit. Moreover, there is a certain appeal in using the

present top rate of the income lax.

1Aid to Eierrcninry and Seconthry Education, Hmrings before the General Subcommit-
tee on Educ.ition, Committee on Education and Libor, House, 1965, p. 1390.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Educition, Committee on Later and Public Welfare, Senile, 1965, p. 2774.
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Thom must of course be a reasonable ceiling, to protect the federal treasury

and to prevent some schools from boosting their tuitions to excessive heights at govern-

mental expense.

Current expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance -- not counting

capital outlays -- in public schools averaged $839 in the school year 1970/71 and may

be in the neighborhocd of $950 in 1972/73. The credit ceiling for private school par-

ents would %.uvz to be substantially lower, possibly 20% to 25% of public school costs

for elementary education, 25% to 35% for secondary schools. it could, for example,

be $200 for children attending elementary achools (up to grade 6 or 8) and $400 for

those in high schools. The plan would yield the schools much larger revenues if a floor

of $100 werv established. This *limns a 70% :as credit for tuitions between $100 and

$300 in elementary education, between $100 and $500 in secondary education.

Table VI

PROPOSED TAX CREDIT SCHEDULr.

Elementary Education Secondary Education

Tuition 0-edit
Net Tuition

Tuition Creeit
Net Tuition

(liter credit) (after credit)

$100 $ 0 $100 $100 $ 0 $100
200 70 130 200 70 130
3D0 140 160 300 140 160
400 140 260 400 210 190

500 280 220
600 280 320

Considering the fact that at least 10% of the children would pay no tuitions and

claim no credit, the annual cost to the federal treasury would be in the neighborhood

of $900 million. That equals less than one-fourth of the cost that would be added to

the tax bill if those children were attending public schoci.s.

The cost of the tax credit will decline if enrollment in nonpublic schools con-

tinues to shrink at anything near the rate it has fallen over the past five years. The

credit will cost more if nonpublic enrollment turns upward again -- at a substantial

saving to the taxplyers supporting public schools. The credit should be granted forl.

all tuitions, tln.t is, regular charges for school attendance. It could be, but I do not

believe that it shou!d be, extended to books or similar fineillary expenses.
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A tax credit would involve no entanglement between the state and the schools

and be relatively simply to administer. Each school would issue a printed tuition re-

ceipt in several copies (similar to form W-2), one of which would have to be attached

to form 1040, the income tax return.

Some observers are uneasy about tuition tax credits because high income fam-

ilies might derive benefits from them. That may be a good political argument but has

otherwise little standing. Wealthy persons get social security payments and Medicare,

can send their children to public schools free of charge and participate in dozens of

other governmental benefits which, as a matter of right, are available to all Ameri-

cans on an equal basis. Deductions for state and local taxes, donations, etc. are in

fact heavily concentrated in the high income brackets.

It is conceivable though that a tuition tax credit program would engender more

popular appeal if it were limited to persons in the low and middle income brackets and

this can easily be done. To set an income ceiling, however, would create a "notch"

problem.

That is why under the tuition tax credit plan in higher education which was

passed by the Senate on several occasions the credit is reduced by 1% of the amount

by which the taxpayer's income exceeds $25,000. The credit disappears completely,

in the case of the higher education plan, at an income of $57,500. Under the schedule

above it would disappear in the case of elementary pupils at $39,000; in the case of

high school pupils at $53, 000.

Considering the fact that the median family income in 1972 will run at about

$11,000 (mean family income around $12,000) and that one-fourth of all families will

enjoy an income of $15, 000 or more, a gradual reduction from a $25,000 level on may

offer a reasonable compromise.

Concern has been expressed that sonic nonpublic schools, whose tuitions are

eligible for tax credits, may follow discriminatory admission policies. While public

schools must accept all local children of the proper age, private schools establish

their own entry rules. Church-connected schools tend to prefer niembers of their own

denomination and their right to do so should be preserved.
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Many nonpublic schools aim to maintain high academic stanthrds and therefore

admit only students who can demonstrate on standard tests or from past records that

they are capable of pursuing a rigorous curriculum. Again, preservation of this right

is essential.

To prevent racial discrimination, rules could provide that schools which parti-

cipate in the tax credit plan may not refuse admission to otherwise qualified students

because of race, color or ethnic origin nor have to accept students for such reasond.

While this paper discussed educational tax credits mainly in terms of the federal

tax system, it is obvious that they can also be used in state taxation. Minnesota was

the first state to establish in 1971 a system of tax credits against its income tax for

tuitions paid to nonpublic schools.

In conclusion, I should mention that income tax credits can also be used to aid

in the financing of public schools. At hearings of the House and Senate Education Com-

mittees in 1965 I suggested the granting of income tax credits for residential school

property taxes. 1 This would enable the public schools to finance themselves more

adequately at the local level without placing a commensurate direct burden on local

taxpayers.

The homeowner's property tax is widely felt to be thc most burdensome, tax.

It usually is the only, or at least the largest, tax which most wage earners actually

pay over to government. Most other taxes are collected by withholding, by small ad-

ditions to the price of goods bought, or by including them in the price of those goods

and services.

The property tax has in the long run actually risen less than most other taxes --

it increased from 4.0% of the national income around 1900 to 4. 3% in 1970, while the

aggregate of all other taxes simultaneously jumped from 3.8% of the national income

to 25.3%. The value of residential real estate has, in the long run, grown faster than

property taxes, as appears from a new study by the Bureau of Business Economics in

1 Aid to Elementary and Secondary Education, Hearings before the General Subcommit-
tee on Education, Committee on Education and labor, House, 1.965., p. 1390.
Elementary and. Secondary Education Act of 1965, Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Education, Committee un Labor and Public: Welfare, Semite, 1965, p: 2774.
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the Department of Commerce. Moreover, only about onc-fourth of all property tax

collections comes from homeowners. But because of its method of collection, and tor

other reasons, many of them view the property Lax as the most obnoxious Lax. The

national government could provide effective relief to homeowners while aiding the pub-

lic schools financially without interfering with local school control, by the authorization

of income tax credits for residential school property taxes. 1

1The U.S. Senate approved on November 20, 1971, with a 65:19 vote, a 100% property
tax credit -- up to $300 of the Lax or 25% of renLal paid -- for persous G5 years or
older with an adjusted gross income up to $6500, with sonic advantages up to $6800.
l'he credit I am proposing would not be limited by age and the income ceiling would
have to be much higher. But it would not need to be a 100% cretht.
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